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2021 CYLA Spring Recap 
Prepared by Eric Witmer, Summit Lacrosse Ventures 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

I. Overview 

Summit Lacrosse Ventures (SLV) managed the CYLA’s 2021 Spring Season after being 

brought on board for the 2019 season via approval from the Executive Board. Eric Witmer 

was designated by SLV as the CYLA Administrative Director in December 2018, his role 

supported by SLV’s Blake Schierer, Kevin Leveille, and Ashley Murphy. 2020 was the 2nd year 

of SLV management, but notably cut short in the Spring by the pandemic impacts. After a 

spring away from lacrosse, and a Fall rebound, CYLA and SLV have successfully complete the 

2021 Spring season.  

II. Thank You! 

I’d like to again start by expressing a sincere thank you to the CYLA for this opportunity 

again in 2021. Working in the lacrosse industry is a continued privilege that I am fortunate 

to be a part of while building a full-time professional career within the sport I love. I have a 

passion for youth development & growth of lacrosse and continue to enjoy the chance to 

see first-hand the challenges and successes of programs around Colorado. I owe a large 

thank you to all league administrators who continue to share context, history, insight, and 

support as we worked to return to the fields this Spring. 

III. Successes 
 

a) Games on Fields, Players in Uniform Again 

The experience of Spring 2020 was humbling, and any stakeholder in Youth sports should 

remember to be thankful and appreciative of every day we are able to do what we love with 

sports & the next generation of athletes. We are not guaranteed the right to play sports 

every day and should be grateful for the opportunities we may take for granted. To build a 

schedule, conduct officials’ trainings, etc. last Spring and then host 0 games was 

disheartening. The Fall season offered a small window of opportunity that CYLA was able to 

take advantage of and host 4 weeks of games in the North, and a festival weekend in Arvada 

hosting teams from the South. This Spring CYLA came back in force and was able to provide 

448 games from April 3 to May 23.  

 

b) Relationship & Schedule Building  

It was a struggle originally to develop rapport with a league constituency of new names and 

faces that I had not yet met in person. Year two was a year where face to face interaction 

was sparse in general society, non-existent in CYLA Spring, and very minimal in the Fall 

festival for me. As many learned from COVID, technology can be your friend, and I believe 

CYLA took full advantage this year in virtual meetings, zooms, and conference calls. I have 

grown most in the category of relationship in my opinion and can say the two-way street of 

communication between myself and admins is fully open, without any barrier or hesitance. 

The few instances of officiating this season allowed an ever-greater level of relationship 

strengthening as I had an opportunity to make the trips that teams are asked to make, see 

the fields, teams, players, coaches, etc. that all make CYLA what it is. By way of these 

relationships growing stronger, the season schedule build process was able to move at a 
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steadier pace with consistent collaboration and program admin involvement. Having the 

opportunity to get to know everyone, their preferences, attitudes, and some insight into 

everyone’s unique thought process & program priorities made scheduling questions that 

much more succinct & efficient. By building trust and effective communication styles with 

all admins, the schedule can be massaged into a better and better standing with every 

conversation during the build process. 

 
 

c) Officials Relationships, Arbiter, & Assigning 

I believe my relationship building efforts spilled over to the officials’ roster as well, and have 

built a strong connection with all those who worked with us this Spring. Working through 

covid cancellations, game adjustments, HS season overlap, weather issues, etc with our 

Officials has been a challenge more weeks than some, but maintaining communication and 

trust with those we place our trust in to preside over our games continues to benefit the 

league. Without strong connections from Assignors to Officials, I believe CYLA would suffer 

from games with zero or one official on games, or perhaps even worse would be the 

opportunity for unqualified officials to work games. With a 15 year past working with 

officials, score keepers, coaches, etc, I believe my unique skill set benefits CYLA officials 

from my assigning standpoint, which directly benefits CYLA teams with properly skilled and 

assigned officials on games across the season. The Arbiter system has nuance to it on both 

assigning and officiating ends, but thanks to Dave Malmquist’s consistent mentorship, I have 

been able to learn, grow, and make a difference for CYLA thanks to comfortability in the 

system. 

 

IV. Opportunities for Growth 

Regaining momentum and doing things as we previously had after a year away from the 

Spring season was an apparent challenge across the league. The biggest opportunity moving 

forward is to not only operate in the new post-covid way of doing things, but also 

recommitting to standard processes that make CYLA proficient and more aligned across the 

league.  

a) Coach & Official’s Trainings:  

CYLA can provide valuable development opportunities for coaches & officials in the coming 

seasons. Coaches need to know the rules specific to CYLA. They are unique to our league 

and should be understood by all admins, coaches, and players as such. Congruently, CYLA 

officials must know these rules, in particular the nuances of various age levels. CYLA has 

differences vs USL, AYL, and obviously NFHS, and officials should be trained & able to 

effectively manage games by the correctly prescribed rule set given the teams on the field.  

CYLA assignors & executive board members worked to correct issues in-season with officials 

and teams, but consensus has shown that we missed opportunities in the pre-season to get 

everyone on one page before games began. As a result, there were incidences of confusion 

& frustration of application of some age-specific rules; room for improved rule 

comprehension & application is a reality for many coaches as well as officials.  

 

b) Geographic Efficiencies & Rescheduling:  

CYLA continues to face the challenge of scheduling teams from wide geographic areas to 

compete in the Spring. I believe a vast majority of regular-season teams’ schedules were 
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well created, approved, and maintained/adjusted throughout the weeks, however, I did fail 

to give the appropriate attention to teams from Aspen traveling to Denver the weekend of 

April 17-18. I failed to apply a greater level of creativity & problem solving that I & CYLA are 

capable of and have learned from a very serious error that resulted in an Aspen team’s trip 

to Colorado Springs for no games. Based on the distance traveled and the unique nature of 

their schedule, arranging a solution to play should have been a higher priority vs applying 

the large-scale fix of postponement to another weekend. I have learned to recognize some 

games are unique and should receive unique attention and solution finding if necessary. In 

other instances, such as trips to Pueblo, or Fraser Valley, there are again opportunities to 

look closer & find increased value for families & teams making the extra travel efforts.  

 

c) League Deadlines, Expectations, and Follow-through: 

Deadlines & expectations in the future of CYLA will be firm; missed deadlines or failure to 

meet expectations will have repercussions on teams & programs. Team dues, and rosters 

were submitted late into May by some programs.  a disconnect from the league to 

admins/coaches when disciplinary action is required after Monday game reports are 

reviewed. CYLA may explore the idea of imposing sanctions if programs cannot meet agreed 

upon league expectations such as coach, player, and spectator conduct, team registration & 

payments, roster submissions, and in-season schedule maintenance. CYLA will work to 

ensure that expectations are known & agreed to with all affiliated programs in future 

seasons, and in any instance where necessary, CYLA will have a league-approved-process in 

place to determine appropriate sanctions for failure to meet/maintain those expectations. 

These could include financial penalties to programs and/or individuals, forfeited games, and 

other measures.  

 

d) League Experience and Knowledge Base: Still learning, 3* years is far from mastery, 

apparent, strong, fast growth, but continued process that will continue for years to 

come. 
 

 

e) Feedback Welcome: If from your vantage point, there is anything else we can do to 

improve our management and execution of future CYLA seasons, please provide us with 

the feedback to do so. 

 

 

2021 CYLA Championship Recap 
Prepared by Eric Witmer, Summit Lacrosse Ventures 

_____________________________________________________________________________________ 

 

I. Championship Overview 

In 2019, SLV and the CYLA operated the Championship in Arvada on June 1-2; in 2020 CYLA 

voted to shorten the season and play the end of Season championships before Memorial Day 

Weekend. Due to team numbers, available facilities, and covid ripple effect on various sport 

calendars, CYLA found a new home for the CYLA Championship at El Pomar Youth Sports 
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Complex in Colorado Springs, with 23 teams competing in 7v7 divisions hosted on 6 fields 

5/16/21, and 68 teams playing in 10v10 divisions on 9 fields 5/23/21. SLV was largely quiet in 

the realm of event management thanks to COVID in 2020, but event operation and execution is 

our ‘bread & butter’ so to speak, and we are confident that both CYLA Championship weekends 

were well organized, managed, and executed in a way that delivered a positive ending to the 

return to Spring Lacrosse. We were also able to find cost and operational efficiencies for the 

CYLA relative to past championships, to include facility sponsorships from the Colorado Springs 

Sports Corporation, as well as a grant from USA Lacrosse, secured by league president Mike 

Stears, to offset Championship expenses. 

 

II. Championship Strengths 
 

 

a) Scheduling & Officials Assigning: I would like to thank Matt Work for the early season 

suggestion to split the 7v7 and 10v10 Championships; I believe this worked out well in a 

number of ways. In having the 1st – 3rd & 4th - 8th grade teams playing different weeks, we 

had the right amount of time and field space to provide a concentrated schedule for teams 

where no one was asked to be at the facility any longer than truly necessary to play their 

2gms. In building the drafts of the schedule, Dave Malmquist and I worked closely together 

to maintain aligned expectations of coverage, and executed both weekends efficiently. Dave 

and I have continued to work closely and build a strong relationship which again benefitted 

CYLA. Dave & I understand each other’s processes well & communicate extremely well 

through changes in Arbiter or on the fields, enabling us both to assign the weekends and 

provide 100% coverage.  

 

b) Financial Management: Please reference the 2021 CYLA Spring Budget report recently 

provided to CYLA president Mike Stears for full detail, but CYLA championships were 

professionally & successfully managed. SLV aims to exceed league expectations in event 

operations & financial supervision in our efforts to provide management services to the 

CYLA. Sponsorship of field costs were provided by CO Springs Sports Corporation, and USA 

Lacrosse also awarded the CYLA a $5,000 grant to offset Championship expenses.  

 

c) Championship celebration: One takeaway from the 2019 Championships was teams 

providing feedback regarding lackluster acknowledgement of Champions. This year SLV 

aimed to provide a greater celebration for teams making Championship runs in the return 

from the absence of 2020. Winning teams were provided unique wooden-medal prizes for 

individual players from an SLV partner, tickets from the Colorado Mammoth, & a team 

photo with the CYLA Championship Trophy We again look forward to enhancing our 

offerings to the CYLA in seasons to come.  

 

 

III. Championship Challenges 

 

a) Seedings: With the limited number of spring game opportunities & the league’s desire to 

keep Mountain area programs involved with CYLA, the usual 4-game minimum was not 

required to participate, and seedings were managed by CYLA League Admin & impacted 

program Admins. Vail & Aspen were both very helpful & honest with their team placements, 

but even placing them correctly still led to some surprise with teams seeing their new 
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opponents in the end of year festival schedule. The seedings were done as thorough & 

strategically as possible with limited information, but more needs to be done before the 

festivals come into view to address how partial-season CYLA teams will be bracketed for the 

Championship. All that can be done to mitigate surprise and confusion during the season 

should be done with enough lead time for all parties to be able to digest, react, and plan 

accordingly.  
 

b) Waivers: It is a universal and consistent struggle to get 100% waiver completion for youth 

sports tournaments. We strive for perfection and communicate expectations repeatedly, as 

waivers are an insurance and liability necessity, but execution is ultimately left in 

participants’ hands. Admins have done a good job pushing their teams to complete, and this 

season was more successful than past years. The simple google form seemed to be another 

step in the right direction, but any & all ideas are continued to be welcomed on this front as 

we shoot for as close to 100% as we can achieve.  

 

c) Sportsmanship: In 2019 we had a one-week gap from regular season to Championships, 

which may have offered teams a chance to relax and come into the end of season games 

with a more relaxed mindset. Without this gap in 2021, and the absence of games in Spring 

2020, teams seemed to be more eager & excited than ever to continue their seasons 

without a gap and compete for the end of season championship right away. Games were 

played hard and fair in more than 95% of games, but there again were instances of player & 

coach ejections for actions the league has stated would not be tolerated. After an 8-week 

season, it is expected Administrators have passed along disciplinary reports and guidelines 

to players, coaches, and parents so that all know what is expected of them, and what will 

not be tolerated.  This area specifically will be a focus as the league moves forward, to 

reduce the rate at which these incidents occur, and strive to ensure no member of CYLA 

becomes a repeat offender.   

 
 

 

d) Feedback Welcome: If from your vantage point, there is anything else we can do to improve 

our management and execution of future CYLA Championships, please provide us with the 

feedback to do so. 

 

 

 


